We express Alltop's construction of mutually unbiased bases as orbits under the Weyl-Heisenberg group in prime dimensions and find a related construction in dimensions 2 and 4. We reproduce Alltop's mutually unbiased bases using abelian subgroups of the Clifford group in prime dimensions, in direct analogy to the well-known construction of mutually unbiased bases using abelian subgroups of the WeylHeisenberg group. Finally, we prove three theorems relating to the distances and linear dependencies among different sets of mutually unbiased bases.
Introduction
Mutually unbiased bases (MUBs) provide the mathematical formalism behind Bohr's idea of complementarity in quantum mechanics. Complementary observables, as developed by Schwinger [1] , have eigenbases that are mutually unbiased. In finite dimension N , we express this via the condition
where the vectors |e i come from one basis and the vectors |f j from another basis. Consequently, if we prepare a quantum state in the first basis and perform a measurement in the second basis, each outcome is equally likely. This makes MUBs useful for a host of practical reasons including quantum cryptography [2] [3] [4] , state tomography [5] [6] [7] and entanglement detection [8] .
A comprehensive review of MUBs can be found in [9] . One open question about MUBs is how many exist in non-prime power dimensions. If the dimension N is a prime or prime power, we can always find N + 1 MUBs. This is often called a complete set because it is the maximum number possible [5] and we shall use the term 'complete MUB' to denote such a set. In composite dimensions, we don't know the maximum number of MUBs although a combination of numerical [10, 11] , analytical [12, 13] and computer-algebraic [14, 15] work strongly suggests the maximum number in dimension 6 is three.
We can also ask whether different complete MUBs exist. In dimension N ≤ 5 all complete MUBs are unitarily equivalent [16, 17] , but unitarily inequivalent complete MUBs are known in higher dimensions [18] . The main focus of this paper is the construction of complete MUBs using cubic functions introduced by Alltop in 1980 [19] . Alltop's original paper was motivated by classical signal processing, but the functions were shown to lead to complete MUBs in prime and odd prime power dimensions [20] . Recently, a new family of Alltop functions was found [21] .
One might take the attitude that once we have one complete MUB in a given dimension we are not interested in constructing any unitarily equivalent others. Our opinion is that additional constructions-and their resulting complete MUBs-are still interesting as they reveal new structure. For example, different complete sets of MUBs in dimensions 8 and 16 exhibit different amounts of entanglement [22] and Alltop's MUBs relate to the Clifford group in prime dimensions in a way that other complete MUBs do not. The new constructions also open avenues between different areas of research: the Alltop MUBs we study in this paper appear in generalisations of the 'pi over eight' gate, needed for universal quantum computing [23] , as well as settling an open question concerning another special quantum measurement called a SIC.
In Section 2 of this paper we introduce relevant groups for the MUB problem: the Weyl-Heisenberg group and the Clifford group. Section 3 looks at complete MUBs in prime dimensions, focusing on the Alltop construction, and Section 4 relates these complete MUBs to the Clifford group. Though Alltop's construction is already known, we hope to present it here in a way we think is particularly simple and which brings it into line with the usual construction by Ivanović [24] and Wootters and Fields [5] . Section 5 investigates distances among bases in complete MUBs from both constructions. We use their status as 2-designs to prove that these bases lie at regular distances from one another when viewed as points in a Grassmannian space. Section 6 looks at linear dependencies among MUB vectors and Section 7 introduces complete MUBs in dimensions N = 2 and 4 that have a group structure analogous to those from Alltop's construction in prime dimensions. We summarise our results in Section 8. Finally, the appendix links the Alltop MUBs to an open question about SICs in dimension 3.
The Weyl-Heisenberg and Clifford groups
This section introduces the Weyl-Heisenberg group and the Clifford group. We will work with MUBs in finite dimension N and, with the exception of Section 8, will always use prime N .
The Weyl-Heisenberg (WH) group is generated by the operators X and Z whose action on the computational basis is
where ω = e 2πi N and addition is modulo N . In dimension 2, these are the familiar Pauli spin matrices. We can write a general group element as a displacement operator
where τ = −e πi N and p is a 2-component vector whose entries p 1 and p 2 lie in N × N , where N are integers modulo N . We ignore phase factors, which leaves N 2 elements in the WH group.
The Clifford group is the group of unitary operations that stabilises the WH group. Disregarding complications with phases, it is isomorphic to the semi-direct product of the WH group and the symplectic group SL(2, N ).
The symplectic group consists of all matrices
with α, β, γ, δ ∈ N and determinant 1 (mod N ). For each element G, there is a corresponding unitary U G in the Clifford group. This unitary representation is given by
where e iθ is an arbitrary phase to be determined by the order or U G [25] . If β does not have a multiplicative inverse then we must use a decomposition
together with Eq. (6) to calculate U G from
up to an overall phase [25] . We can express the action of the Clifford unitaries on the WH group as
Again ignoring phases, any Clifford group element can be expressed as
We shall be interested in elements of order N , which requires U G to also be order N . For prime N , Sylow's theorems state that if N divides the order of a group we are guaranteed subgroups of order N . The order of the symplectic group is N (N 2 − 1) and we find N + 1 order N subgroups. This gives (N + 1)(N − 1) elements of the form U G . Recall that there are N 2 displacement operators. Combining these gives N 2 (N 2 − 1) order N Clifford elements (ignoring the elements that also appear in the WH group, i.e. elements with U G = ½), or, equivalently, N 2 (N + 1) order N subgroups.
A subset of the Clifford group can be written as Weyl-Heisenberg translates of the form
The translates have the same degenerate spectra as U G . We can count how many translates exist in the Clifford group. If we pick the matrix
then the corresponding unitary has matrix components given by
Note that the factor 
Orbit complete MUBs from the Weyl-Heisenberg group
Ivanović published the first explicit construction of MUBs in prime dimensions [24] . We quickly go through his construction in the language of Bandyopadhyay et al [26] . This method partitions the WH group into N + 1 maximally abelian subgroups and then takes the joint eigenbasis defined by each subgroup. These eigenbases are mutually unbiased and so form a complete MUB.
In our representation of the WH group the eigenbasis of Z is the computational basis. There is no unitary operation that relates all the N + 1 bases-often called a MUB cycler-in odd prime dimensions 1 , but the combination of two Clifford unitaries can do it: the Fourier matrix U F , defined
and the order N unitary U S defined in Equation (13) . Acting with U F rotates the computational basis into a mutually unbiased basis (sometimes called the Fourier basis) while repeatedly acting with U S on this second basis rotates it into the remaining N − 1 mutually unbiased bases. This complete MUB forms an orbit under the Clifford group and we refer to it as the standard complete MUB. The construction arising from Alltop's cubic functions [19] produces a complete MUB in prime dimensions, which is unitarily equivalent to the standard one. Alltop gave an explicit expression for a fiducial vector whose orbit under the WH group collects into N MUBs. They are also mutually unbiased to the computational basis, so together with this basis the orbit forms a complete MUB. We then have two complete MUBs-the standard one and the orbit one-that both include the computational basis. We shall sometimes say that they overlap at the computational basis.
Alltop's construction results in further orbit complete MUBs. Firstly, the expression for the fiducial vector can be modified to produce additional fiducial vectors. The expression is then
where σ = e 2πi 9 , ω = e 2πi N and x = {1, . . . , N −1}. Note the different position of the cubic power in the two fiducials. This means that there are N − 1 fiducial vectors, labelled by x, that each produce an orbit complete MUB under the action of the WH group when combined with the computational basis. In other words, we now have N − 1 orbit complete MUBs that overlap at the computational basis. Secondly, the same rotations that permuted the bases within the standard complete MUB can be used to permute entire orbit complete MUBs into new orbit complete MUBs. This generates (N −1)(N + 1) = N 2 − 1 orbit complete MUBs in total using N (N 2 − 1) bases (excluding those found in the standard complete MUB). Their behaviour under the Clifford group depends on dimension. When N = 3 or N = 3k + 2, the orbit complete MUBs form a single orbit under the Clifford group. When N = 3k + 1, they split into 3 Clifford orbits [28] .
There is an order N unitary matrix not in the Clifford group that relates N of these complete MUBs-always including the standard one. If we begin with the standard complete MUB, we can write down a diagonal unitary that takes the bases into those in the first orbit complete MUB. Its entries come from Equation (16)
The matrix will cycle through each orbit complete MUB that overlaps at the computational basis until, after N applications, it returns to the standard complete MUB. We can similarly relate complete MUBs that overlap at other bases. The situation in dimension 3 is slightly different, as we explain below.
Dimension 3 example
We take dimension 3 as an example, which contains the following (unnormalised) vectors in the standard complete MUB.
The MUBs in this set are related via the unitaries
and
In N = 3, there are two Alltop fiducials, given by Equation (15) . We start with the first one, i.e. x = 1, and write down the 3 MUBs we obtain from the orbit under the WH group. Together with the computational basis, they form a complete MUB.
Note that the fiducial appears as the first vector in the second basis. Acting with Z permutes vectors within a basis, while acting with X permutes vectors between bases. Similarly, the second fiducial in Equation (15), i.e.
x = 2, produces three MUBs under the action of the WH group. Combined with the computational basis, they form another complete MUB.
The standard complete MUB and these two orbit complete MUBs overlap at the computational basis. We can find other non-overlapping orbit complete MUBs by acting with the U F and U S operators. The bases in the standard complete MUB are related by the U F matrix and two applications of the U S matrix. If we apply the U F matrix to the two orbit complete MUBs given above, we find two more orbit complete MUBs. These then overlap at the second (Fourier) basis in the standard complete MUB. Likewise, if we apply the U S matrix to these we find two further orbit complete MUBs overlapping at the third basis in the standard complete MUB, and finally applying U S again produces two more orbit complete MUBs that overlap at the fourth basis in the standard complete MUB. In total for N = 3 we have 8 orbit complete MUBs comprised from 24 individual bases plus the 4 in the standard complete MUB. We can cycle through overlapping complete MUBs using a unitary transformation. The unitary matrix is order 9 in dimension 3 and actually cycles through the vectors in each basis as well as the bases in different complete MUBs. For the three complete MUBs that overlap at the computational basis, the matrix is 
Starting from the first vector in the Fourier basis, the matrix has the effect
We see that it relates the vectors from one basis in each of the three complete MUBs in dimension 3.
Orbit complete MUBs from the Clifford group
Bandyopadhyay et al. showed that in Ivanović's construction each basis in the standard complete MUB is an eigenbasis of a WH group element of the form D p [26] . In this section we make a similar statement about Alltop's construction, namely that each basis in an orbit complete MUB is an eigenbasis of a Clifford group element of the form D p U G , where G is order N . While the vectors in the standard complete MUB are left invariant by an element of the WH group, the vectors in an orbit complete MUB are permuted under the action of the WH group: the operator Z moves vectors within a basis and the operator X moves vectors between bases. However, the vectors in the orbit complete MUB are left invariant by an element of the Clifford group. One way to see this is to look at the matrix components for the equation
Using the following expression for the displacement operator
together with Equations (13) and (16) we find, for the case N > 3,
for some choice of x in the Alltop fiducial. Solving this for the three parameters i, j and k will give the matrix that leaves |f x invariant. After summing, we find the solutions
Recall x is fixed by our choice of Alltop fiducial to investigate. This shows that one particular Alltop fiducial is left invariant by a Clifford group element and consequently the remaining vectors in the orbit complete MUBs must also be left invariant by a Clifford group element. The Clifford group contains the WH group as a subgroup, so the orbit and standard complete MUBs are now on somewhat equal footing in terms of Clifford group invariance.
In Section 2, we partitioned the Clifford group into elements that could be written as WH translates and those that could not. The bases in the orbit complete MUBs are left invariant by an order N Clifford element of the second type. We can see this by comparing the number of bases in the orbit complete MUBs with the number of order N subgroups of the second type of Clifford element. We showed in Section 2 that there are N 2 (N + 1) order N subgroups in the Clifford group and N (N +1) subgroups of translates, which leaves N (N 2 − 1) subgroups that cannot be written in translate form. This is precisely the number of bases in the orbit complete MUB construction. So we conclude that every order N Clifford element that cannot be written as a WH translate has an eigenbasis that is a basis in an orbit complete MUB. This is in direct analogy to the standard complete MUB, where the bases are eigenbases of subgroups of the WH group. Here, the orbit complete MUBs contain bases that are eigenbases of order N subgroups of the Clifford group.
Dimension 3 example
We can look at how this works in dimension 3. First, we want to know which Clifford element leaves the fiducial vectors invariant. In this example, the method outlined above runs into difficulties, but as the Clifford group is fairly manageable in dimension 3 we can search directly. The first fiducial vector is invariant under the Clifford element
The second fiducial is invariant under the Clifford element
In N = 3, there are 72 Clifford elements (not counting WH group elements). Of these, 24 can be written as WH translates, leaving 48 that cannot. These latter elements collect into 24 subgroups of order 3, which matches the number of individual bases in the 8 orbit complete MUBs.
Distances between bases
Given all these MUBs we can ask where they sit relative to one another. To do this, we consider each basis as a point in a Grassmannian space and compute distances between these points. We first introduce the socalled chordal Grassmannian distance developed in [29, 30] and then use it to prove two theorems about the distance between bases from different complete MUBs.
As an alternative to Hilbert space, we can picture quantum state space in terms of density operators in what is sometimes called Bloch space: the space of all hermitian matrices with unit trace. This is an (N 2 − 1)-dimensional space which we can treat as a vector space with the maximally mixed state ρ * = 1 N ½ at the origin. The set of density matrices forms a convex body in this space, while the projectors corresponding to pure states span a 2(N −1)-dimensional continuous subspace. A vector in this space is then a traceless matrix, whose explicit construction is given by e = |e e| − ρ * .
An orthonormal basis in Hilbert space corresponds to a regular (N − 1)-simplex in Bloch space and each simplex spans a unique (N − 1)-plane through the origin. For two MUBs the two planes are totally orthogonal, so the equations
express the same condition, where |e i and |f j are vectors in Hilbert space and e i and f j are their corresponding vectors in Bloch space. By totally orthogonal planes we mean that every vector in one plane is orthogonal to every vector in the other plane. This leads to a nice geometrical argument for the upper limit of N + 1 MUBs in a complete MUB; since the dimension of Bloch space is N 2 − 1 = (N + 1)(N − 1) we can't fit more than N + 1 totally orthogonal planes in it.
There is a natural way to compute distances between planes in Bloch space by considering them as points in a Grassmannian space. We perform the same trick as when we moved from Hilbert space to Bloch space, where the vectors are now formed from projectors onto the (N − 1)-planes. We may then use the squared chordal Grassmannian distance [29, 30] , given in terms of our Hilbert space vectors by
It is called chordal because the (N − 1)-planes can be considered as points lying on a sphere in a high dimensional Euclidean space (see [30] for more details). The distance has the range
where the minimum occurs for identical bases and the maximum for MUBs. This concept of distance was used to search for MUBs in dimension 6 by maximising the value of D 2 c between bases [11] . We can ask for the average distance between two bases in this space. It is calculated in [30] by taking the computational basis and one chosen at random according to the Fubini-Study measure and results in an average distance of D 
We need one more result before we look at the distances between bases: complete MUBs are 2-designs [31, 32] . Given a function on N that is homogeneous of order 2 in both its coordinates and their complex conjugates, averaging over a particular set of projective points will give the same value as averaging over the whole space. The particular set of points for which this happens is called a 2-design. If we fix one basis then the chordal Grassmannian distance in Equation (30) is a function of the above form. Evaluating the distance over a complete MUB, or any other 2-design, will then give the same result as the average distance in Equation (32) . We discuss the two distances separately. Theorem 1. Two distinct bases lying in overlapping complete MUBs, either from the standard or orbit construction, are separated by a distance of
Proof. We proceed in two steps. Firstly, we prove that the distance from one basis in the standard complete MUB to every basis in an orbit complete MUB is the same (not including the shared basis). Secondly, we prove that this distance is the same regardless of which pair of overlapping complete MUBs we choose.
In step one, we need to calculate the distance between a basis in the standard complete MUB and a basis in an orbit complete MUB. From Equation (30) , this requires N 2 scalar products for which we might expect N 2 distinct values, but we find only N . This is because Z relates vectors within a basis for both complete MUBs, so all scalar products can be expressed in terms of just one vector from the standard complete MUB basis. and similarly related by Z |a i = |a i+1 (all arithmetic modulo N ), then we can rewrite the following scalar products as
and so on. They reduce to only N possibilities, all in terms of the vector |s 1 . Turning to the distance between the standard complete MUB basis and a second basis in the orbit complete MUB, we can play a similar trick. Let the vectors in the second orbit complete MUB basis be labelled by {|b i } N −1 0 and again related by Z |b i = |b i+1 . As above, we find only N distinct scalar products of the form Recall that X relates vectors within a basis in the standard complete MUB and vectors between bases in the orbit complete MUBs. For argument's sake, say X |s i = |s i+1 and X |a i = |b i . We can therefore express the scalar products involving the second orbit basis in terms of the first orbit basis as follows
and so on for the remaining basis vectors and similarly for the other bases in the orbit complete MUB. The second part of the expressions in Equation (35) follow the procedure in Equation (33) . Bases in the standard complete MUB are left invariant by Z and X, but the arguments given here still apply. The scalar products for any two bases (one from the standard complete MUB and one from an orbit complete MUB) can always be rewritten to give the same N values. Subsequently, the distance between any two bases, calculated from summing the scalar products, must be the same. The complete MUBs are unitarily equivalent so the argument applies equally to two overlapping orbit complete MUBs.
In step two, we use the 2-design property to show that the same distance arises for all pairs of overlapping complete MUBs. The average distance between a fixed basis in one complete MUB and every basis in an overlapping complete MUB must obey
The first term is the contribution from the basis at which the two complete MUBs overlap (it belongs to both complete MUBs so has a distance equal to 1); the second term is the contribution from the N remaining bases; the final term is the average distance between bases. This leads to
for the distance between two bases from overlapping complete MUBs.
We now turn to the second distance, which we prove in a very similar manner.
Theorem 2. Two distinct bases lying in non-overlapping orbit complete MUBs are separated by a distance of
Proof. We proceed as before. In step one we show that the distance between a fixed basis from an orbit complete MUB and every other basis from a second orbit complete MUB is always constant. In step two we show that this distance is the same for every pair of orbit complete MUBs.
In step one, we again find that the scalar products between two bases give N distinct values. If we look at a vector in the fixed basis, it will be invariant under an element of the Clifford group D p U G . Acting with this element will permute vectors between bases in the second orbit complete MUB and we can rewrite things to find the same N scalar products between any two bases, as in the previous proof. Consequently, the distance between any two bases from orbit complete MUBs is constant.
In step two, we show that the distance takes the same value for every pair of orbit complete MUBs. Using the 2-design property once more, we know the average distance between a fixed basis in one complete MUB and every basis in a non-overlapping complete MUB must obey
The first term is the contribution from the basis that lies in two overlapping complete MUBs (i.e. a basis from the standard complete MUB); the second term is the contribution from the N remaining bases; the final term is the average distance between bases. This leads to
for the distance between two bases from non-overlapping orbit complete MUBs.
Linear dependencies among bases
The question of whether vectors in WH orbits are linearly dependent is important for signal processing applications where signals are transmitted over lossy channels. It was first proved that a WH orbit always exists where any subset of N vectors are linearly independent for prime dimensions [33] and later for arbitrary dimension [34] . Some WH orbits exhibit a high number of linear dependences when the fiducial vectors have certain symmetries [35] .
The complete MUBs in this paper contain many linearly dependent vectors. One quick way of generating dependencies is to use the phase-point operators introduced by Wootters [36] . They include the unitary representation of the symplectic element
plus its WH translates. The unitary U A has eigenvalues +1 and −1 with corresponding eigenspaces of dimension We focus here on linear dependencies that involve both types of complete MUBs simultaneously. In dimension N = 3k + 2 we find that the (N − 1)-planes spanned by some sets of linearly dependent vectors in the standard complete MUB are orthogonal to vectors in the orbit complete MUBs. This doesn't happen in dimension N = 3k + 1. 
The two vectors are orthogonal when the sum of the roots of unity vanishes. This requires all terms must be distinct, i.e. ω a 3 should never equal ω b 3 when a = b. The relevant equation is
Substituting x for a b , we need to solve the equation
which, after rewriting and completing the square, leads to
So the question becomes whether −3 is a quadratic residue modulo N . In dimension N = 3k + 2 the answer is no [37] and therefore we satisfy the condition u|f x = 0. The Alltop fiducial is invariant under something in the Clifford group of the form D p U S . Acting with this on the vector |u generates N vectors, each from a different basis in the standard complete MUB (excluding the basis at which the standard and orbit complete MUBs overlap). In dimension N = 3k + 2, these N vectors all lie orthogonally to the Alltop fiducial and are therefore linearly dependent.
Orbit complete MUBs in even prime power dimensions
Just as Ivanovic's construction was generalised to the prime power case by Wootters and Fields [5] , the construction based on Alltop's functions was extended to odd prime power dimensions by Klappenecker and Rötteler [20] . In this section, we give explicit expressions for a fiducial vector that lead to orbit complete MUBs in the two lowest even prime power dimensions. In prime power dimensions, we have a choice of WH groups. The one we have been using, H(p), can be generalised in two ways, either to
The second group, sometimes called the extraspecial Heisenberg group [38] , is relevant for the MUB problem. Considered projectively, it still has N 2 elements but they are now obtained by taking tensor products of ½, X and Z. For N = 2, this is identical to the WH group, but in higher dimensions it produces a different group. For N = 2, the standard complete MUB is well-known and contains the following (unnormalised) vectors. 1 0 0 1
The bases are related by the Fourier matrix, see Equation (14) , and the order 4 unitary matrix 1 0 0 i .
We now ask whether complete MUBs exist that are formed from orbits under the extraspecial Heisenberg group. The answer is yes: acting on the fiducial vector
where µ = e iπ 4 produces an orbit complete MUB (when combined with the computational basis).
As in the prime-dimensional case, we can obtain two further orbit complete MUBs by acting with the operators that relate the bases in the standard complete MUB. This gives three orbit complete MUBs in total.
For N = 4, we have the two fiducial vectors
whose orbits under the extraspecial Heisenberg group produce two orbit complete MUBs (when each is combined with the computational basis). We obtain eight further orbit complete MUBs by acting with the same operators that relate the bases in the standard complete MUB. We therefore find ten orbit complete MUBs in total.
For N = 8, we performed a computer search for fiducials whose components are sixteenth roots of unity but were unable to find any that led to an orbit complete MUB. We leave the question open as to whether a generalisation can be found for dimensions N = 2 k .
Summary
We looked at Alltop's complete MUBs-sets of N + 1 MUBs-in prime dimensions and investigated the role of finite groups in their construction. Specifically, we showed how Alltop's construction leads to several complete MUBs as orbits under the WH group and how these orbit complete MUBs can be generated using abelian subgroups of the Clifford group. This approach removes the reliance on Alltop's fiducial vectors and reveals a structure analogous to the standard complete MUB construction, which uses abelian subgroups of the WH group.
From a geometrical perspective each basis in a complete MUB spans an (N −1)-dimensional plane in the space of hermitian matrices with unit trace. We calculated distances between these planes, proving that two planes are separated by a distance of We showed that in dimension N = 3k + 2 we can always find a linearly dependent set of N vectors from distinct bases in the standard complete MUB that is orthogonal to a vector in an orbit complete MUB (Theorem 3). Finally, we gave explicit expressions for fiducial vectors of orbit complete MUBs in dimensions N = 2 and 4. As far as we know, higher dimensional orbit complete MUBs in even prime power dimensions are unknown. unitarily equivalent. Up to transformations by the extended Clifford group, it is enough to consider SIC fiducials with φ ∈ 0, the orbit contains four SICs, and for every other φ the orbit contains eight SICs [25] . Recently, an unexplained unitary relation between SICs with φ and φ + 2π 9 was found [42] . The explicit form of the unitary transformation is given by
where σ = e 2πi 9 . Before we show that this unitary relation appears naturally from the standpoint of the orbit complete MUBs, we first highlight the correspondence between SICs and MUBs in dimension 3. The SIC originating from the fiducial with φ = 0 can be obtained from the inflection points of one of the elliptic curves in a family of curves in the complex projective plane called the Hesse pencil [35, 43, 44] . This leads to a combinatoric structure called the Hesse configuration which singles out twelve vectors in Hilbert space. These are the vectors in the standard complete MUB. The eight SICs on the orbit containing the fiducial with φ = 2π 9 are also related to an elliptic curve in the Hesse pencil and they correspond to eight further sets of twelve vectors via the Hesse configuration. These eight sets are the eight orbit complete MUBs.
It is then apparent that there must be a unitary transformation not in the Clifford group that relates the SICs with φ = 0 and φ = π 9 because they correspond to complete MUBs-the standard one and the eight orbit ones, respectively-that are unitarily equivalent but lie in different Clifford orbits. Note that the unitary transformation between SICs given in Equation (52) is precisely the unitary transformation that relates the standard complete MUB and the second orbit complete MUB in dimension 3, i.e. the diagonal components are the components from the fiducial with x = 2 in Equation (15) .
